CORAL Web Committee Agenda & Minutes
February 2, 2017 10am EST
(Meetings are scheduled 10am EST on the first Thursday of the month)
Attendance: Louisa Choy, Scott Vieira, Nathan Ahlstrom, Xiaoyan Song
Note: January’s Web Committee Meeting was cancelled.

1)

Announcements

–

Beta Release?? No date set for beta release. Scott is working on installation
documentation. No discussion lately. It could happen really fast or in another week or so.
2) Documentation, Documentation, Documentation? Our favorite subject. We will discuss
questions of where we are at, what remains to be done, what kinds of problems we have
encountered, and more.
● Scott’s plan: overview section needs to be updated.
● Are there docs we haven’t touched. Some of that is more technical.
● API doc as an appendix and link as appropriate to the resources module.
● We could have a separate folder for stuff like the API doc?
● Each API should have their own markdown file.
● Appendix section has separate markdown files
● Create a subdirectory for API images
● Index.rst - a restructured text file. Insert file to the section.
● Don’t have to build the files anymore. Read the docs is automatically pushing the
changes to the website.

3)

Anything

●

●
●

●

else?
Scott will have Mang check the CORAL 2.0 sandbox to make sure new updates get
merged.
○ Potential enhancements - being able to send note
Next Steering Committee meeting: Tuesday, 2/14
End users will see: Docs.coral-erm.org You can link to another page of the
documentation. When you want to link different sections, you can grab the URL for it.
○ Can share with IT staff, but let them know the documentation is still in beta.
Feedback would be nice.
Are we working on unified database for CORAL? It’s not there yet. Right now, emphasis
is on unified installer. New unified installer will install all the modules. You can select

●
●

your modules. If you’re upgrading, things are more complicated. You need to get to up
to the latest version right before 2.0
Biblibre is going to host listserv. Going to use mailman. They’ve been setting that up.
Github - 3 repos: 1. Documentation 2. Source code 3. Old doc repo
○ Ignore the “38 commits behind scottvieira:master. “. We originally started on the
scottvieira account. At some point, forked it to the main coral-erm. The
coral-erm one is the production. The one on Scott’s is the sandbox
○ For those who are not comfortable with github - can make direct edits, though it’s
not recommended. I would note that it is possible to do this, but we shouldn’t do
it since it could lead to some conflicts.
○ Can also make changes to .md file and send it to someone.

4) Working on rescheduling meeting so Lauren can attend. Lauren has been working on the
documentation.

